INTERNSHIP OFFER

Filmmaker (full-stack) - remote/online
Website: http://tuateam.com/ - Position: Filmmaker (full-stack) - Internship Placement: Remote online (or Valencia, Berlin, Brussels, Porto, etc.)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Description of a workplace

●

TUATEAM was born as an online Marketing Agency focused on video-marketing, carrying out online & offline campaigns. Currently,
we focus on project management, consulting and public tenders. We work throughout Europe with multinational projects in all
phases (search for calls, nomination, creation of consortium ...). And, also, at national level with public tenders both in application
and in its execution. We solve specific problems of companies around the world through different sources: scholarship staff,
intelligent communication, improving communication, automating communication processes, etc.
What are we looking for?
●
●
●
●

Exceptionally creative and ambitious, with strong problem-solving and high-speed-quality post-production editing skills.
Structured and organized in your work and willing to deal with different projects to have great outcomes by yourself.
Dealing with different concerns of the projects / clients / stakeholders always in the boots of the viewer.
Able to fully create high-quality video from footage on the cloud in your computer.

Responsibilities and tasks
Organization in the footage
Classify footage from our private cloud, name it and know where you can find the best takes to create awesome video outcomes.
Self-working (with the team)
You drive your work, you got the work done by yourself and you’re fully responsible of your outcomes. Even if you will have the
fully support of the team if required, you work by yourself to get the best work done.
Idea proposal and creation
Always willing to be creative to create from the best takes, awesome videos for social media.
Result-driven, capable of thinking like the public to get them on the screen all the same time.
Note: We need videos of high-quality in 3 main formats - you have 3 days to create awesome outcomes from one folder of
footage.
We offer a friendly environment where you can grow professionally at a European level in contact with innovation.
Requirements: Knowledge and some experience with FinalCutPro X or Adobe Premier +After effects.
Qualities: Result-driven, capable of taking care of the public to get them on the screen all the same time. Full of positive energy.
Academic training: Video edition, film production
Language: English (+ 1 other language is a plus) - Basic Spanish is a plus. - Extras: Driver license is a plus.
●

Duration of internship: As long as it is possible for an intern.

●

Schedule: Flexible

- Location: Flexible - Preference: Valencia, (Spain) / Remote (online)

CONTACT: E-mail chro@tuateam.com or contact on Whatsapp +34 667 90 72 47

